Camp Kehillah -

Hyman Multin Sports

A Look Back:

*The tournament this week was Olympic Handball. Olympic handball is a fast paced team sport in
which two teams pass a ball using their hands with the aim of throwing it into the goal of the other
team. It is played in the gymnasium with a goal in the center of each end. The goals are
surrounded by a zone where only the defending goalkeeper is allowed; goals must be scored by
throwing the ball from outside the zone or while "jumping" into it. After receiving the ball, players
can pass, keep possession, or shoot the ball. If possessing the ball, players must dribble (similar to
a basketball dribble), or can take up to three steps for up to three seconds at a time without
dribbling. No defending players other than the defending goalkeeper are allowed to touch the floor
of the goal area.
*The new game introduced was Crazy Golf. A course was set up in which campers used different
items such as a lacrosse stick, soccer ball, frisbee to "golf" their way to the holes.
*The Wacky Wednesday was Pajama Day, so campers just rolled out of bed and came to camp!
*3rd-5th graders had the option of taking a 3 day trip to our residential Camp Sabra for an
additional price.
*Sababa was a combination of a scavenger hunt and family game night.

A Look Ahead:

*The tournament next week is Lacrosse. We will be using a “Soft Lacrosse Set” which provides
safe, age appropriate equipment for campers. The Soft Lacrosse Set features lighter, softer,
flexible, one-piece, molded heads are safer to use in the gym or outside on the field. The
aluminum sticks are stronger and lighter, making them easier for young children. The
low-bounce lacrosse balls stay in control with more ease.
*The new game introduced will be Cornerball. Its a soccer based game played in the gym that
is played with 4 teams; one in each corner. Each team has a goal and each player on the team
has a number. When your number is called, you must attempt to score a goal on one of the 3
opposing teams goal. The game is played with four people playing one on one at a time.
*The week concludes with Friday's Wet 'N Wild Day! Campers will rotate to different water or
messy activities around camp, including a water inflatable and dunk tank we are bringing in just
for this day. Please send your camper wearing his/her swimsuit and closed toed shoes (water
shoes work best), and pack a change of clothes. One station is tie-dye, so send a white t-shirt
labeled with your child's name in a ziplock bag. We will be collecting school supplies for
NCJW's Back to School Store, and they are in high need of highlighters, markers and glue
sticks. For every 5 items a child brings, s/he will be entered in a raffle for a chance to throw a
pie in the face of his/her favorite counselor. Campers who bring 50+ items will automatically be
able to throw a pie.
*The Wacky Wednesday is Rock Genres so dress in rock, punk, country, hip hop, etc.

